
As Long as He Needs Me

1. Noun - Plural

2. Adjective

3. Verb - 3Rd Person Singular Present

4. Adverb

5. Verb - Past Participle

6. Verb - Past Participle
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As Long as He Needs Me

The Internet and modern media have revolutionized the efficiency with which people gather information. Before

very recently, within only 20 or 30 years, even the most trivial of information required concentration and effort

to acquire. One had to buy and read a newspaper and schedule their day to be free for the six o'clock news. To

seek out any specific information, one needed to venture out to the library and negotiate card catalogs and forests

of books. Nowadays, news is available 24 hours a day and is fed to people on every screen they come across -

through their Noun - Plural , phones, tablets, etc. Virtually anything anyone could want to know can be

found while surfing through hundreds of channels, and more information is now just a click away in the virtual

world. It could be argued that skyrocketing advancement in information and information technology is a great

boon to society and in most aspects, it is. However, in a world where information is so plentiful that it cannot be

avoided, and is not always reliable, one runs the risk of becoming a " Adjective expert." The person in

question Verb - 3rd Person Singular Present that he or she is an expert in any field, having spent an hour on

Wikipedia or having seen a story on CNN. The higher the influx of information, and the more sources from

which it comes, the higher the probability that it is not Adverb reliable and the longer it takes to filter it

all to determine accuracy. This is dangerous, as the human mind has always been susceptible to self-deception.

For those who are Verb - Past Participle to hypochondriasis, high volumes of information and increasing ease

of access can be harmful due to tropes that have Verb - Past Participle in the internet, advertising, and news in

recent years.
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